Powerful
Performance
that is Naturally
Safer for Pets,
People and the
Environment

MAG® OUT- PERFORMS
OTHER ICE MELTERS
MAG® melts ice effectively at temperatures as low
as -13o F (-25Co) — considerably below most other
products.
And it works fast. In tests at +21o F, within 15 minutes
of application MAG® melted twice as much ice as
rock salt (halite).
MAG® is the proven professional-grade snow and ice
melter that delivers safe surfaces for commercial and
residential building owners and facilities managers.

Learn more about MAG®
www.mag-icemelt.com
www.mag-icemelt.com

www.mag-icemelt.com
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DEAD
SEA
TOTAL ICE CONTROL
NATURALLY PET FRIENDLY

HIGH PERFORMANCE ICE MELTER

THE DEAD SEA DIFFERENCE

MAG is pure and natural Magnesium Chloride.

MAG is the best total ice melter available - it is
proven more effective, environmentally safer and less
damaging than other common ice melters.

MAG® is extracted from the Dead Sea by the natural
evaporation of seawater and a simple refinement
process, making it your naturally safer choice for total
ice control.

®

MAG® is 100% natural, clean, effective, and safer
when compared to common de-icers.
MAG® is nearly three times less toxic than common
table salt and eight times less toxic than calcium
chloride. With MAG®, there’s less worry about pets
licking their paws when they return from a walk.
In fact, a form of Magnesium Chloride is used in farm
feedstock as a mineral supplement.

®

Ice melting performance is measured not only by the
speed of the melting action but also by the quantity of
brine produced per unit of ice melter used.
MAG® freezes (a 22% solution) at -27°F(-33°C) and
melts effectively down to -13°F (-25°C) - well below
most other ice melters.

This extraordinary mineral composition makes the
Dead Sea waters therapeutic and a popular choice for
vacationers.
The concentration of magnesium chloride in the
southern portion of the Dead Sea is as high as 20%.
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